The 3D active glasses by Volfoni

- Unbeatable luminosity and natural colors
- No silver screen required, image quality preserved at all seating positions
- Stylish ergonomic design, rugged and lightweight
- Exceptional comfort with universal nosepiece and 3 sizes of adaptable arms
- Synchronization via DLP-Link Technology, super wide receiving angle
- Very low maintenance with high durability coating and generic low cost battery

### TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS

**EDGE™ 1.1+ DLP-Link**

Sync operation: DLP-Link signal
Sync at all frame rates up to 144 Hz (Triple flash)
Transmission in the clear state: 34%
Residual light: 16.5%
Contrast: > 1 : 200 (no ghosting)
Chromaticity: Color correction not mandatory
Autonomy: 80 hours
Standard battery: CR 2032
Automatic OFF
Weight: 56 grams (less than 2oz)
CE, ROHS certified

**COMPOSITION - Carton of 20 pairs**

For one pair of glasses: 1 battery key, 1 battery type CR2032, user guide
For 100 pairs: 10 battery keys, 100 batteries type CR 2032, user guide
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**PACKAGING**

For one pair of glasses: 1 battery key, 1 battery type CR2032, user guide
For 100 pairs: 10 battery keys, 100 batteries type CR 2032, user guide
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